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About This Content

We heard you wanted more monsters. We got more monsters! More leaders? We got you covered. Circle Empires:
Apex Monsters! adds 12 new monsters to hunt down, 6 new leaders to play as and 21 new units to recruit or defeat.

New creatures make their way onto the circular battlefield. Hunt down a feared unicorn named Über, as you recruit wax
monsters that spawn wax towers that shoot wax at your enemies (we could wax lyrical all day). Or recruit your own horny

unicorns and fight Enormy the Enormous; a really dumb but (for some reason) widely revered Barbarian.

Yeah, it’s all pretty weird, and there’s a lot more to discover. Recruit brand new units to fight by your side like crossbowmen,
infested queens, black dragons, white dragons and assassin warriors. All Apex Monsters! units can be used across all game

modes with this DLC package installed.
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Key Features

6 new leaders to play as

12 new monsters to hunt down

21 new units (including unit classes)

A new autumn themed biome

All leaders have a new unit to recruit

AI empires use the new units to wreak havoc of their own
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Title: Circle Empires: Apex Monsters!
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Luminous
Publisher:
Iceberg Interactive
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: 1,7GHz dual core

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel/AMD Integrated Graphics, 1GB VRAM

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: System requirements may be subject to change.

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Turkish,Czech,Polish,Korean
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Bad GTA is bad. A satire attempt at a sandbox game, but with its wonkey graphics and sluggish gameplay, I cant really hate on
this title. It knows its bad, it makes note of this multiple times. I take it this game was nothing more than a love letter to
mindless questers and random hubs from the open world games of yesteryear.

It has mechanics, music, voice work, objective points and a small hub world to sudeo-explore. Nothing much in the content
portion but again, it is a bad GTA to be a bad GTA.

Badge supported and steam achievements included. It was cheap, cute and silly. A nice visit.. 6\/10
Reasonably fun, but quite basic and not very consistent. I get the feeling that it would have worked better in 2D.. games crashes
when i run with this on to record
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really unsatisfied when playing the game. Towards the end of the game I would basically have it on in the background whilst
doing something else.

Whilst it's not an awful TD game, there are much more satisfying ones out there that you should play first, hence the thumbs-
down.

Pros:
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 You shoot lots of aliens, like in Alien Shooter 1 and 2.

 I quite like the constant-upkeep-reloading mechanic.
Cons:

 Lacking a lot of "basic" stuff you'd expect from a TD game: You can't see what enemy are coming where, you
just have to wait for them to turn up. If something is a suprise, i.e. sudden spurt of fast units you have to restart
and then prepare accordingly. A big waste of time.

 The difficulty is really front loaded. Once you start to win on a map you just continue to win without much
effort. The same happens on the campaign map as well, really.

 The waves are often poorly balanced and you're just waiting aaaaaaages for them to come. Sometimes I wish I
could just summon all remaining waves at once -- I'd probably mush them all anyway.

 The (free, in-game) loot-box aspect is a bit annoying. There's still a few guns I'm "missing" and other than churn
there's no way to get them. It can also mess with the front-loaded difficult a bit as getting a better & cheaper gun
means you're suddenly more effective.

 Because of that there's a lot of grind.

 A lot of the weapons are poorly balanced. i.e. laser and freeze guns are always good, but sniper is only useful
near the end of the game with good guns.

 The final boss mission is a joke

 The game has 7 towers but only allows you to take 4 into a mission. Each tower has N many guns but only allows
you take 3 in. The limit is pointless and it just means you ignore 3 towers for most of the game, only to find out
that you unlock them all at the end anyway, so when re-doing the missions on harder difficulty you can use
everyone. It's not particularly easier to have everyone available, but it _is_ more fun. Also the weapon limit is
tedious, as sometimes you'd like to go in cheap and then upgrade, whereas other times you want to go in fully
upgraded and save a few bucks on initial placement, but you have to configure this per map. I'd prefer it per-
placement. It wouldn't effect the game, but it would be less tedious.

 There's not enough distinction between all the units. They LOOK different and FEEL different, but once you
start playing you realise you don't need to be that diverse, and most maps play out the same no matter what aliens
come for you.

 There's no much text, but what there is is a dodgy translation

 Interface is really poor. e.g. I wish you could see if the "auto buy ammo" option is on for an individual soldier
without having to select them, because going through all of the units to select them is really clunky and
haphazard, especially as one soldier's button overlay overlaps the next dude you want to select!

 The "towers" are represented as soldiers, with feet, but you can't move them :)

 The unit AI is sometimes awful and prioritises the wrong target, or chooses a target it doesn't have LOS to and
so wastes precious ammo.
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Uh... Well... It's a fireworks simulator alright.... This is an indie mix of Killing Floor and Fortnite. The gunplay is a little lacking,
the content is also a little lacking, but the idea is really great. I really enjoy the blending of tower defense and wave survival that
this game provides.. It's pretty damn hard game, but I found it quite enjoyable overall. Not the best twin-stick shooter out there,
but definitely not the worst.

Pros:
- visuals are simple but look fine
- soundtrack is amazing
- gameplay is fast-paced

Cons:
- controls don't feel as sharp as they should be
- range of sight seems to be too small. The Warioware like format of throwing a bunch of mini challenges at you mixed with the
gameplay of what I felt was like a twin stick version of the classic Zelda gameplay made for an awesome and rewarding
experience. Also, the amount of unique enemies and enemy layouts in each stage was masterfully done.. Hands down one of the
greatest games of all time! If you don't believe me, try it out for yourself and give it a week. One of the most simple games to
understand, yet one of the hardest to master. You will not be dissapointed you tried it out!. really good game 10/10 yelp review
yeet. Pretty awesome game worth buying if your into Mini Games should come play Needs more players maybe some pvp.
Inspire by Corpse Party I love it!....^_^ The only differences is there is no voice over so no satisfying screaming.. This is still in
very early development I feel like, but it's always interesting to leave this running for a while and come back to see what
creatures have evolved over time.
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